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JOURNAL: New Database Provides Resource for Mine-action Community

New Database Provides Resource
for Mine-action Community
Launched in July 2011, the World Bank’s Landmine Contamination, Casualties and Clearance database is a valuable resource for those working in mine action. The database allows users to create
spreadsheets, reports and graphics based on a wealth of landmine-contamination data from around
the world.

The Database

Recently, the World dataBank has expanded to include a
new dataset: Landmine Contamination, Casualties and Clearance. Added in July 2011, this database draws from two data
sources, the Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor and the
United Nations Mine Action Team, to provide accurate information regarding landmine and unexploded-ordnance contamination in192 countries.4
Users can create their own reports on the website by selecting the countries for which they want data; the source from
which they would like the data; the specific variable measures
or the specific data figures they would like to see; and the
time frame for which they would like the data. Thus, the data,
which cover most aspects of mine action, are divided into certain groupings that are broken down further according to
Screen shot of World databank homepage. The Landmine
Contamination Casualties and Clearance (LC3D) database is
only one of 27 databases published by the World Bank.

Hmong children pose by the fence made with unexploded ordnance in Xiang Khouang, Lao PDR.
Photo courtesy of Paulo Kawai.

All graphics courtesy of http://data.worldbank.org.
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more specific variables. The four main groupings of data are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Country
Data source
Series
Time

Under the Country heading, information is organized into
sections titled Income, Lending and Region. Under the Income
heading, countries are divided into five sets, organized according to levels of income. Under the Lending section, countries are
split into two groups: low-income countries receiving interestfree loans and higher-income countries receiving humanitarian
loans for specific projects.5 Finally, under the Region heading,
data is divided into seven different regions: East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean,
Middle East and North Africa, North America, South Asia,
and Sub-Saharan Africa. These groupings provide users with
a variety of criteria for country-data selection.
Once users have selected a country, or a group of countries,
they must then select the data source. Sometimes the information found in both the Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor
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The Information Management
& Mine Action Programs

the Anti-personnel Mine Ban Convention or APMBC). Series
variables include casualty statistics, clearance and landmine
destruction statistics and information on national and international mine-action funding.
Many individual statistical measures cover a vast body of
information in the database, but the World dataBank system
is easy to navigate. Breaking down each group of data into

The Information Management & Mine Action Programs use information management and technol-

specific subgroups dramatically reduces the difficulty of sifting through large reports for a specific statistic. However, the

ogy to increase humanitarian mine-action safety and efficiency. The work conducted in Iraq, which

most beneficial aspect of the dataBank is its Format Report

supports mine-clearance and victim-assistance activities, is an example of iMMAP facilitating im-

feature, which allows users to create single-variable spread-

proved information sharing in HMA. In addition, these improved information-management activi-

sheets on its website.

ties allow iMMAP to provide ongoing victim-assistance services to persons with disabilities in Iraq

The reports can be downloaded to a Microsoft Excel

and to other patient populations.

spreadsheet, but the online report generator gives the spreadsheets an interactive quality. For instance, the online report
After entering the World dataBank, users can select any of
the 209 countries in the database.

format allows the user to easily switch between different vari-

by Eric Sawyer [ iMMAP ]

ables and different sources using the pull-down tab at the top
of the screen. This feature enables users to create customized

S

reports and compare data across many variables.
The database also allows users to create graphics and charts
from selected data. This feature facilitates easy visual compar-

and-development workers have steadily grown. Factors
contributing to this rising threat include increasingly

ison, allowing users to compile helpful graphic data represen-
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addition to an already quite comprehensive graphics feature.

humanitarian neutrality and independence. This increase

One aspect of the database, however, is less helpful. In

has been difficult to quantify due to the lack of coherent data

some cases, the two sources provide very different data for

concerning security incidents, as well as other contextual in-
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killed, total shows much lower numbers for Afghanistan than

war-related data.

the Landmine Monitor data displays. This discrepancy does

The safety-and-security information gap hampers relief-

not reflect a failure on the part of the World dataBank, but in-
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stead highlights the issues of using varied, non-standardized
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data-gathering and reporting techniques.

Without this information, personnel lack a sound basis upon

Conclusion

Figure 1. Layout of OASIS software.
All figures courtesy of the author.

which to make safe operational and policy decisions. The In-

rate event and operations data in one place, OASIS allows us-

formation Management & Mine Action Programs strive to

ers to achieve a comprehensive situational awareness.1 Along

On the Format Report page, users can export their data into
Excel, view their data, or proceed to a customizable report
page, which allows users to view data, create graphics and
build charts.

The World dataBank’s Landmine Contamination, Ca-

decrease the dangers of these operations by compiling critical

with OASIS, iMMAP employs the Information Management

sualties and Clearance database is a useful and innovative

data in an efficient manner to facilitate better decision-mak-

System for Mine Action to manage the vast amount of hu-

resource for anyone interested in mine action or cluster mu-

ing by project managers, logistics officers, security managers,

manitarian mine-action geospatial information collected in

and the UNMAT is the same; however, often, one source pro-

nitions. The site’s navigation is intuitive and easy to learn. As

field workers and other nontechnical personnel who make

the field. The two systems work together to assist the Iraqi

vides information for a variable that the other does not. For ex-

the site develops and information becomes more comprehen-

daily decisions affecting the safety of personnel and agency

government and humanitarian organizations by creating

ample, for the variable Total area cleared (square kilometers),

sive, the database will become an important resource for the

field operations.

the humanitarian mine-action common operating picture,

no data from the Landmine Monitor is displayed, whereas data

mine-action community.

from UNMAT is shown.
Next, the user must choose the Series variables. Series

allowing for humanitarian and response organizations to
See endnotes page 83

Tools

~Jeremiah Smith, CISR Staff

combine efforts in planning for overall security and gener-

In 2006, iMMAP developed a solution to fill the security-

al operations with a clearer understanding of contamination

variables are the individual statistical measures, such as

information gap—the Operations Activity Security Informa-

and security hazards. This provides a safer and more effective

whether the country is a signatory to the Convention on Clus-

tion System. This technology was introduced in Iraq and is

way to confront the challenges facing Iraq as a heavily con-

ter Munitions and/or a States Party to the Convention on the

used by numerous U.N., nongovernmental and response or-

taminated country.

Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of

ganizations in Afghanistan, Colombia, Georgia and Pakistan.

OASIS allows authorized users to enter and share data re-

Anti-personnel Mines and on Their Destruction (also known as

Building on a common operating picture by compiling dispa-

lated to humanitarian mine action through custom interfaces.
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